
 
 

  

 
 

The Federation of Barnehurst Schools 

YEAR 3 HOMEWORK 
 
SPRING 1 
 
THE HOMEWORK PROCESS  
 

At Barnehurst we value the time parents place in supporting their children with homework 

and we also value the time children have away from school. This is why we would like your 

child to focus this term on completing the following activities weekly.  

- Daily reading (15 – 20 minutes) 

- Spellings (including spelling frame)  

- My Maths (one session to be set per week) but please continue to use Timetable 

rockstars regularly. 

In addition to this we would like to invite children to complete ONE of the following optional 

activities each week. Your child must bring this to school on a FRIDAY to share with their 

peers. We hope you enjoy completing the activities at home.  

Money Money Money! 

Is £5 a lot of money? Discuss 

whether or in what 

circumstances £5 is a lot of 

money. Think about what £5 

can buy you. Jot down what 

you think and bring your ideas 

into school.  Be prepared to 

present your findings! 

The Water Cycle 

Can you research and find out 

about The Water Cycle? Can 

you present your findings in a 

creative way? 

Just Keep Swimming! 

Design an underwater scene. 

Be sure to label each part you 

may need to research what 

you would find there.   

 

River Hunt! 

Visit a river. What did you see? 

What did you do? Take some 

photos to show our class! 

 

 

 

 

 

True or false? 

Our oceans are in danger. Do 

you agree, partly agree or 

disagree with this statement? 

Can you back up your opinion 

with 

research 

and facts? 

Just Keep Swimming Part 2  

Can you bring your 

underwater scene to life by 

making a model of it? 
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SPELLINGS 

SPRING 1 
Below are the spellings for the whole of the next half term. Children will be tested on their spellings in 

a random order plus two additional mystery spelling words linking to the spelling rule. To help your 

child learn their spellings please try using the strategies we use in class such as…  

- Sound buttons  

- Look, cover, write, check 

- Reading and writing in a context, e.g. The rocket blasted off to space.  

- Spellingframe.co.uk ( use individual codes)  

The test will take place on a Friday. If you would like to see how your child is doing in their spellings 

tests please speak to their class teacher.  

Test date Spellings Test date Spellings 

10.01.20 Spelling rule: The /ɪ/ sound spelt y 

elsewhere than at the end of 

words  

 

typical               gym 

pyramid             mysterious 

mystery              myth 

symbol               mystical 

 

Spelling frame code: 11355 

31.01.20 Spelling rule: Words with ‘sh’ sound 

spelt ‘ch’ 

 

chef                 chalet  

machine          brochure  

chicago           parachute 

chute  
 

Spelling frame code: 11358 

17.01.20 Spelling rule: The u sound spelt 

‘ou’ 

 

young                touch  

double               trouble  

rough                 tough  

country              enough 

 

Spelling frame code: 11356 

07.02.20 Spelling rule: Words ending with ‘g’ 

sound spelt –gue  

 
analogue           league  

vogue                 rogue  

plague                vague 

fatigue                 intrigue  
 

Spelling frame code: 11359 

 

24.01.20 Spelling rule: Words with the k 
sound spelt ‘ch’ 

 
scheme            chorus  

chemist            echo  

character        ache 

choir                 Christmas 

 

Spelling frame code: 11357 

13.02.20 

(Thursday)  

Spelling rule: Words ending with the 
‘k’ sound spelt –que 
 

technique           cheque   

unique                critique  

antique               mosque  

opaque               boutique 
 

Spelling frame code: 11360 

 

 


